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Abstract 
We show under MAcountable the existence of a countable subgroup E of 2’ such that the group 
H generated by E and C: = {z- E 2’: supp.r is bounded in C} is a group as in the title. We 
also show under MAcountable that for each k E W there exists a countable family {E,,: n E N} of 
countable subgroups of 2‘ such that if H,, = E,, + G, then for each subset F of N of size k. 
flrLcF H,, is countably compact, while for each subset F of N of size k + I, nntfi. H,, is not 
countably compact. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
All the spaces considered in this work are Tychonoff. We first give the motivation for 
the results presented in this paper. All basic definitions are given later in this section as 
well as some auxiliary results which will be used. 
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1.1. Some history 
Comfort and Ross [4] showed that the product of pseudocompact groups is pseudo- 
compact. This is not true in general for pseudocompact spaces. There is even a countably 
compact space whose square is not pseudocompact (see [6]). This motivated the question 
whether the same would be true for countably compact groups. 
The first solution to this problem was obtained by E. van Douwen [5]. He showed under 
MA (Martin’s Axiom) the existence of two countably compact groups whose product is 
not countably compact. He announced at the end of the paper that he had a construction 
of a single countably compact group whose square is not countably compact but never 
published it. Note that the existence of two countably compact groups whose product is 
not countably compact does not imply that one can get a single countably compact group 
whose square is not countably compact (for topological spaces it suffices to consider the 
topological sum, however this does not give a topological group). 
Using a different technique, Hart and van Mill [9] constructed under MAcountable a 
countably compact group whose square is not countably compact. Their example is the 
algebraic sum of a countable group and an w-bounded group. The w-bounded group was 
the set of characteristic functions of an w-independent family of subsets of c. 
It is still an open problem whether there exists in ZFC a family of countably compact 
groups whose Cartesian product is not countably compact. 
In [2] it is asked for which cardinals K < 2’ (not necessarily infinite) there exists a 
topological group G such that GX is countably compact for each cardinal X < K but G” 
is not countably compact. Our first construction in this paper is to show that 3 is such a 
cardinal under MAcountat,le. 
As in the construction of Hart and van Mill [9], our group will be the algebraic sum 
of a countable group and an w-bounded group, however, we do not use w-independent 
families. Another difference is that our w-bounded group is fixed from the beginning 
and can be definable in ZFC. In the case of finite products, the d-bounded group will be 
the same, only the countable groups will be different (Hart and van Mill used the same 
countable group and two different w-bounded groups whose intersection is (0) to show 
the existence of two groups whose product is not countably compact). 
To show that our groups in Examples 2.1 and 3.1 are countably compact, we will use 
the idea from [9], but much work will be required. We will define explicitly an infinite 
closed discrete subset of the cube of our group in Example 2.1 and in the product of k + 1 
many groups in Example 3.1, thus showing that these products are not countably compact. 
1.2. Basic dejnitions 
Let A be a set and K a cardinal. We denote by [A]” the family of all subsets of A of 
cardinality K and by [A] <r; the family of all subsets of A of cardinality less than K. 
If G is a group and Q is an ordinal, G” will denote the set of all function from n to G 
with the Tychonoff product topology and the usual group structure. The discrete group 
with two elements will be denoted by 2. 
Given :C E 2’, the set supp .I‘ = {[j < c: .c( ;j) # 0) will denote the support of .x:. 
We recall now some definitions and basic results which will be used in the sequel. 
Definition 1.1. A space X is pseudocompact if every continuous real-valued function 
on X is bounded (that is, the image of the space is a bounded subset of IR). 
Definition 1.2. A space X is countably compact if every countable open cover of X has 
a finite subcover. A space X is initially dl-compact if every open cover of X of size at 
most Ni has a finite subcover. 
We recall that a space X is countably compact if and only if every countably infinite 
subset of X has an accumulation point. A space X is initially wi-compact if and only if 
every infinite subset A of Y of size at most Ni has a complete accumulation point, that 
is. there exists .r E X such that 14 = 14 n U for each neighbourhood U of 2:. 
Definition 1.3. A free ultrafilter (on w) is a maximal filter over w’ which does not contain 
finite subsets. A subset ?, of a free ultrafilter p is called a base for p if every u E p contains 
an element of j% 
Definition 1.4. Fix an ultrafilter p on iu’. A point .I: E X is the p-limit of the sequence 
{.I.,,: n E ti} C X if {n E ti: .x:, E U} E p for each neighbourhood U of 2. In this 
case, we denote n: = p-lim{l,,: 71 E d}. 
If .I’ is an accumulation point of a sequence {.c,,: 71 E d} c X, then there exists a 
free ultrafilter p such that 5 = p-lim{.r,,: 71 E w}. If .x’ is a p-limit of {z,,: 71 E w} then 
.c is an accumulation point of { .I’,: 12 E ul} [ 171. 
If /-, is a fixed free ultrafilter and { J,~: n E J}. (19,~: II E ti} are two sequences in 
a topological group G, then p-lim{z,, : 71 E d} + p-lim{y,, : r2 E d} = p-lim{ 3:,, + !I,): 
11 E d}, whenever these sequences have ?I-limits. 
Definition 1.5. Let p be a free ultrafilter on w. A space X is p-compact if every sequence 
in X has a p-limit. 
Definition 1.6. A space is called w-bounded if every countable subset of X has a com- 
pact closure. 
If X is p-compact for some free ultrafilter p, then X is countably compact. A space 
X is d-bounded if and only if X is p-compact for each free ultrafilter p on w [ 171. This 
was essential in Hart and van Mill’s argument to obtain countable compactness and this 
will also be used here. 
Definition 1.7. A partially ordered set (poset, for short) (IP, <) is a transitive, anti- 
symmetric and reflexive binary relation. By abuse of notation the poset will also be 
denoted by P’. 
A subset D of P is dense in P if for each p E P there exists q E D such that q < p. 
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Definition 1.8. Let V be a family of dense subsets of a poset (IP, <). A subset G is a 
P-generic filter over 2, if it satisfies 
(1) for any p: q E G there exists T E G such that T < p and T < q; 
(2) if p E P, q E G and q < p then p E 6; 
(3) D n G # 0 for each D E 2). 
Definition 1.9. The Martin’s Axiom for countable posets, MAcountable, is the following 
statement: 
Let P be a countable poset and D be a family of dense subsets of P such that 127 < c. 
Then there exists a P-generic filter over 27). 
MAcountable is equivalent to the claim: the real line IR is not the union offewer than c 
many nowhere dense subsets [ 191. This axiom is weaker than Martin’s Axiom (MA) and 
it is also independent of ZFC. 
2. The cube 
Our goal in this section is to obtain the following. 
Example 2.1. (MAcountable ) Th re exists a countable subgroup E of 2c such that the 
subgroup H C 2’ generated by E and G = (x E 2’: suppx is bounded in c} is a group 
whose square is countably compact but whose cube is not. 
It is possible to modify our construction to obtain under MA(a-centered) a subgroup 
H C 2’ without nontrivial convergent sequences whose square is countably compact but 
whose cube is not. 
2.1. General framework 
We will use the following result proved in [9]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let E be a countable subgroup of 2’ and let G be an w-bounded subgroup 
of 2C. Suppose that every infinite subset of E has an accumulation point in G. Then the 
subgroup H = E + G of 2’ is countably compact. 
Proof. Let {hk: k E w} be an arbitrary sequence in H. Then for each k E w, one can 
find ek E E and gk E G such that hk = ek + C’&. We have two cases to consider: 
(i) There exists an infinite subset A C: w such that if ka, ki E A are distinct, then eke 
and ek, are distinct. By hypothesis, { ek: k E A} has an accumulation point e E G. 
(ii) Not case (i). In this case, there exist an infinite subset A C w and e E E such that 
e = cl; for each k E A. 
In either case, there exists a free ultrafilter p such that e is the p-limit of {ek: k E w}. 
Since G is w-bounded, there exists g E G such that CJ is the p-limit of {gk: k E w}. 
Then clearly e + g is an accumulation point of {hk: k l w}. 0 
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We have to construct a countable subgroup E C 2’ for Example 2.1 so that every 
infinite subset of it will have an accumulation point in the w-bounded group G = {z E 
2’: suppz is bounded in c}, so that by Lemma 2.1, the group H = E + G will be 
countably compact. To make H x H countably compact, we will also need to provide 
accumulation points for some sequences in H x H. For any finite subset F of 2c, the 
sum of the elements of F in 2’ will be denoted as C F. 
Lemma 2.2. Let E be a countable group and G be an w-bounded group, both contained 
in 2’. Let X be a set of generators for E. Suppose that H = E + G is countably cornpuct 
and that the sequence (c Fi. c F,:) h us an uccumulation point in G x G for every 
sequence {(F,“: FA): n E U} satisfying 
(0) F;:,F,I E [Xl<“; 
(I ) at least two of the @lowing three families have their elements pairwise distinct: 
(a) {Fi \ F!l: n E ti}; 
(b) {F; \ F,o: n E w}; 
(c) {F;; n F;: n E w}. 
Then H x H is countably compact. 
Proof. Let {(CC”, i cc;): n E d} C H x H be an arbitrary sequence. We will show that 
this sequence has an accumulation point in H x H. For t E 2 and n E w, fix aFz E E 
and bk E G such that zf = I, CL. + bk. Since G x G is w-bounded, it suffices to show that 
the sequence { (&, a:): n E w } has an accumulation point in H x H. 
For each f. E 2 and n E w, let Fh E [Xl<& be such that ai = C F,“,. 
If there exists an infinite subset A?’ of LJ such that {(Fz: F,:): n E M} satisfies 
condition (l), the sequence {(a\, u;): n E M} h as an accumulation point in H x H. 
Thus, we can assume that such AI does not exist. 
(i) There exists an infinite subset AI’ of w such that the members of {Fi n F,:: 71 l 
M’} are pairwise distinct. Since no infinite subset of AI’ can satisfy (I), there are an 
infinite subset M” of M’ and F”, F’ E [XICU such that F” = Fi,‘\Ei’, and F’ = F,: \ F,’ 
for each n E Al”. Since H is countably compact, the sequence { C(Ft n FA): 71 E AI”} 
has an accumulation point 1~ e H. Then the sequence 
has (C F” + 11. C F’ + h) as an accumulation point. 
(ii) There exists an infinite subset Al’ of w such that the sequence {F,’ n FA: n E AI’} 
is constant. Since no infinite subset of Al’ can satisfy (l), there exists an infinite subset 
Al” of AI’ such that either { Fz \ F,: : n E Ad”} or (I?,: \ Fji: TI E A$“} is constant. 
Since both cases are similar, let us assume that {F,‘1 \ F,:: n E AI”} is constant. Then 
the sequence {a”,: n E Al”} is constant. Since H is countably compact, the sequence 
{at, : II E Ad”} has an accumulation point in H. Therefore, the sequence {((I:!, a:,): n E 
,\I”} has an accumulation point in H x H. 0 
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The following lemma will be used to construct a group whose cube is not countably 
compact: 
Lemma 2.3. Let E be a countable subgroup of 2’ and G = {:r E 2’: suppz is bounded 
in c}. Suppose that there exists a sequence {zn: n E LJ} C E such that for euch 
(co> et, e2) E E” and ,for each ck < c, there exists 4 E [a3 c) such that 
{n E lJ: (J&(P). 2h+1 (a). .h+2(0)) = (CO(P). Ed, e(3))} isjnite. (*) 
Then the sequence s = ((~3,~~ xjn+l, x3,+2): nj E w} does not have an accumulation 
point in H”, where H = E + G. 
Proof. Let (ho, /11, hj2) be an arbitrary point in H”. Then there exist (eo? et, e2) E E’ 
and (ga.gt,g*) E G3 such that hi = ei+gi, for i E 3. The set suppgousuppgt Usuppg2 
is bounded by some Q < c. Fix ,ti > Q satisfying (*). Then hi(n) = e;(p) for each i E 3 
and 
{n’ E w: (Q#). :Qn+l (P), _ %+2(P)) = (h(P)> hl (P)? h*(q)} 
is finite. Thus, (ho. hr , h2) is not an accumulation point of the sequence s. 0 
We will construct a countable sequence X = {Y n: rr, E ti} C 2c which will generate 
the desired countable subgroup E. Note that e E E if and only if there exists a finite 
subset F of w such that e = CTrEF z,,. Let us rewrite all the necessary conditions to 
obtain a group for Example 2.1 in terms of the sequence X. 
Lemma 2.4. Let G = {x E 2’: supp z is bounded in c}. I” the sequence X = {IC,, : n E 
J} C 2’ satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) below, then the square of the group H = 
(X) +G 2 2’ is countably compact, but the cube is not. The conditions are the following: 
(i) Every sequence {xktF,, xk: n E w} has an accumulation point in G, where 
{Fn: n E LJ} C [WI<“. 
(ii) Every sequence {(xkEFC, sk. ck_P,;i :ck): n E w} has an accumulation point in 
G x G for every sequenie { (Fz. F,:): 11 E w} satisfying 
(0) F;. F,; E [uJ]<~; 
(1) at least two of the following three families have their elements pairwise dis- 
tinct: 
(a) {F,” \ F,:: n E w}; 
(b) {F; \ F,z: n E ~3); 
(c) {Fz n F,t: n E w}. 
(iii) For any Fo. F,, F2 E [WI<” and each CY < c, there exists /I E [a, c) such that 
n E i*/: (Z3,(0)! :r3n+1 (P)! 23n+?(i3)) 
is finite. 
We will construct, under MAcountahle, a sequence X C 2( as in the above lemma 
by induction. We need the following results. which were also used in (5.91 to obtain 
countable compactness of certain groups. 
Lemma 2.5. Let oi < c lx N limit ordinal a~ld {y } U {g,,: TV E d} 2 2”. Then ,y is 
an nccwmulation point of {y,,: II E “i} :f I mul on1.1~ If‘ !J [,, is an accumulation point of 
{g,, [,j: 11 E w} j7r each J < 0. 
Lemma 2.6. Let a = :j + 1 and {y} U {y,,: n E d} c 2”. Suppse that (~1 E J: 
!J,~ 1~ = !/IF and u,~ ([I) = i} is infinite for all F E [ ;j]<d and i E (0, 1 }. Then .q i.s an 
accumulation point of‘{g,,: II E &} but {?J,,: II E u} does not converge to IJ. 
We also have to provide accumulation points for some sequences in the square of H. 
We omit the proofs of the following results, which will be used in the next subsection. 
Lemma 2.7. Let c) be a limit ordinal and {(go. J/I)} U { (,qii. !/I, ): /I E d?} c 2” x 2”. 
Then (go. ,!/I) is an accumulation point of {(,I/!. ?J:,): 11 E d} (f and only [f (y~[,j. j/l [,j) 
is an accumulation point of {(J/f, [,j. !J;/ /,i): t! E d} ,fiv- ewh :i < 0. 
Lemma 2.8. Let n = :j + I cd {(go. JJ~)} U { (&. !/I,): )I E d} C Y’. Suppose that 
{f! E ti: (&F.?/,!~F) = (,~oIF.,~I[F) and (!~f(~j).!~I,(‘j)) = (i.j)} 
is infiniteJi)r each F E [y]‘” and all i. ,j t 2. Then (~0. j/l) is an accumulation point of 
{(,tJ;‘,. !/,‘,): ?I t d}. 
2.2. The induction 
We will construct the sequence X = { .r‘,< : II E w} i 2’ by induction. More precisely, 
at stage (I + 1 we define II‘,{ ((I) for each n E ti. Thus at stage 3 6 c, we will know .r7? I,(. 
As in [91, we denote by :I,, I,3 the function we have at stage ;j. although :I:,, itself will 
only be known at stage c. 
Lemma 2.9. (MAcounPable) There exists a countable subset X C 2’ .satisfsing the condi- 
tion.s (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2.4. 
Proof. Fix the following: 
- {F<,,: o < c}, an enumeration of all infinite subsets of [d] ‘“. 
- {G,: n <: c}, an enumeration of all sequence of pairs satisfying conditions (ii.0) 
and (ii.1) of Lemma 2.4. 
- {F,‘,: (I <: c}, an enumeration of [d’]‘” for every i E 3 such that ) {o < c: (Vii E 3) 
F; = F,}( = c, for any &.F,,Fz E [d]‘-‘. 
To make X satisfy the condition (i) of Lemma 2.4, it suffices to guarantee that for each 
(I < c there exists en c 2’ such that suppcC, is bounded in c and {ckEF .rk/,,: F E ?,;,} 
has co 13 as an accumulation point for each I? < c. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. it suffices 
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to fix, at stage CI + 1, a point ecy E G such that e, /a is an accumulation point of the 
sequence {C&F xk r a: F E 3a} and prove by induction that if e, Ia, ,0 3 Q, is an 
accumulation point of the sequence {CkEF zk 10: F E Fe} then 
is infinite for all A E [p]<” and i E (0, 1 }. 
Applying Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, one can see that X will satisfy condition (ii) if at stage 
o-t1 <cwefix(eO,, ek) E G x G such that (e”, IQ, e; Icy) is an accumulation point of 
UC&E, zk/a, xkEF, Xkta): (Fo, FI) E G,} and show by induction that if (ei[p> ekrp) 
is an accumulation point for {(C,,,, z1cro: CkEF, zlctp): (Fo, FI) E G,}, then 
(&FI) E ii&: (c ZktA, c XktA) 
kE‘% kEFl 
is infinite for each A E [/31cw and each i.j E (0, I}. 
Finally, X will satisfy the condition (iii) if at some stage p + 1 < c, the set {n E w: 
v’i E 3, z3n+i(@) = zkgFi Xk(P)} is finite. 
The sequence (2, [‘a: 71 E w} satisfies trivially all the three inductive conditions 
mentioned above. Suppose we have defined {z,/,: n E w}, {ep: /? < CC} and {(ei, eb): 
p < o} which satisfy the conditions (i)-(m) of Lemma 2.4. 
Then {ck,F xk Icy: F E 3a} has an accumulation point in 2”. We can fix a point 
e, E 2( such that e, I0 is an accumulation point and supp e, c cy. Similarly, we fix a 
point (et! ek) E 2’ x 2’ such that (e”, I,, , ef, IO) is an accumulation point of { (CkEfi, xk m. 
c &F, Xkt& (FO, FI) E 6,) and SuPP$, u “VP& c fL 
It suffices to show that xn(cy) can be defined so that {CC,, rcr+l : n E w} satisfies the 
three conditions discussed above. To do this, we will apply MAcountat,te o a countable 
poset with less than c many dense sets which we define below. The ordinal o < c is 
assumed to be fixed. 
The partial order 
Let K be a positive integer such that UtE3 F; g 3K and fix a function r : 3K + 2. 
Let p be the set of all functions p: 371 4 2 such that n > K and p > T. For each 
?-, E I?, define Kp as the integer such that domp = 3K,. Given p, 4 E I?, we will say 
that p < q if and only if p > q and for each k E [K,, Kp), there exists i E 3 such that 
P(37L + i) # En_@.; 7.(k). 
The dense sets 
By inductive hypothesis, for each /j 6 Q and for each A E [cy]<“, the sets 
I(A.P) = {F E F&Y: CkEF xii [A = PB IA} and J(A,P) = {(&,FI) E Gp: 
(C k~f~,, ZkrA, CktF, zk tA) = (““p rA:$ /A)) are infinite. Partition each I(A, p) into 
(I(A.3. rr): n E w}, h w ere each I(A, 3.7~) is infinite. Also partition each ](A. /I) into 
{J(A.L?.n): n E ~j}, h w ere each .](A. ;-1.,rl) is infinite. 
For each 1~. E ti,let2>,,={PEP: I\;,>n}. 
Define 
and 
(Fo U FI ) C domP A c p(k) = i, for .j E 2 
LEF, 
The generic set 
Let us assume that each of the subsets of P defined above is dense. Since there are 
less than c of them, by MAcountat,te, here exists a filter G on IP which intersects each of 
them. 
Define $9 = U G. Then @ is a function from a subset of d into 2. Since G meets each 
D,,. Q has domain w. We claim that if :x.,~(cI) = ~$7)) for each n E iu’, then the sequence 
{.I.,, I(,+, : r) E LJ} satisfies all the conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2.4. 
Let ;I < CI’ and A E [N]<“. 
As (I($, A, u): 71. E ti} is a partition of I($. A), it suffices to show that there exists 
F,, E 1(/-I. A. II) such that CkEE’,, 4(X:) = C.,(O). Fix JI,, E G n Z(A, 3, R. P:?(O)) for 
every 71 E w. Then there exists F,, E I(A, I-I. 7~) such that 
kt F,, kEF,, 
As above, from GnJ(O. A, 71, e:!,(o). P!~(o)) # 6!i it follows that there exists infinitely 
many (Fo, FI) E ,I(O,A) such that C,.,,: d,(k) = C$ for each .j E 2. 
Finally, hx (I E S. For each 11 3 K,. let p E G such that K, > I?. By the definition of 
P, there exists i E 3 such that 
O(37L + i) = p(312 + .i) # c r(k) = c Q(k). 
bCF<, k6 F,, 
Thus, all will be done if we show that the subsets defined above are dense in IP 
The den& qf the subsets 
(1) The sets 2),, are dense in P. 
Let q E P be arbitrary. By induction, it suffices to show that there exists p E P 
extending q such that Ii; = K,I + 1. Define ;o = q U {(IT,. I - EkESi r(k)): i E 3). 
(2) The sets Z(A, 9. n, 1:) are dense. 
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Let q E P be arbitrary. Fix F E I(A, p, n) such that F \ 3K, # 8. Let m E w 
and j E 3 be such that 3m + j is the largest element of F. Extending q if necessary, 
we can assume that K4 = m. Define p : 3(K, + 1) + 2 as follows: p 13~~ = q and 
p(3m, + I) = 1 - &F1” r(k) for 1 E 3 \ {j}. Then p extends q, whether we define 
p(3m + j) = 0 or p(3m + j) = 1. Let p(3m + j) E 2 be such that xkEFp(k) = 
p(3m + j) + CkEF,13m+_lj p(k) = i. Then P E Z(A, lo, 72, i). 
(3) The sets J(A, /?, n, io, i’) are dense. 
Let q E P be arbitrary. We have three cases to consider. 
(i) {F” \ F’: (F’, F’) E G,J} and {F’ \ F”: (F’, F’) E Go} are pairwise distinct. 
(ii) {F” \ F’: (F”, F’) E Cja} and {F” n F’: (F”, F’) E G,J} are pairwise distinct. 
(iii) {F’ \ F”: (F”, F’) E G,J} and {F” f~ F’: (F’, F’) E GDP> are pairwise distinct. 
In case (ii), there exist (F’, F’) E J(A, p, n), ma,mi E w and jo,jt E 3 such that 
3mo + jo E (F” \ F’) \ 3K, and 3mi +ji E (F” IT F’) \ 3K,. 
Let K E w be such that F” U F’ C 3K. We will define p: 3K + 2. For each 
3m+j t 3K\(3K,~{3 m0 +j0,3ml +jl}), let p(3m +j) = 1 - CkEF; r(3m +j). 
We are left to define a value for p(3mo + jo) and p(3mi + J’I). Therefore, for each 
m E [K,, K), there exists 1 E 3 such that p(3m + j) # EkEPi r(3m + j). Thus, p will 
extend q, indepently of the value of p(3mo + jo) and p(3m1 + jl). 
Since 3ma + ju $! F’, p is defined in F’ \ (3m’ + j’}. Define p(3m’ + ?I) E 2 so 
that CkEF1 p(k) = d3m’ + 5) + CktF~\(3m,+j, 1 p(k) = i’. 
Now, p is defined in F” \ (3 mc + je}. Define p(3mo + jo) so that 
C p(k) = p(3m0 f jo) + p(k) = io. 
ICE F” kEF”\{.imo+aj 
Clearly, P E J(A, P, n, io, il). 
The proof in case (iii) is similar to case (ii), but we define p over F” first and then 
over F’. In case (i), we do not have to worry about this. 0 
3. Finite products 
Our goal in this section is to construct the following: 
Example 3.1. (MAcountable ) Let k be a positive integer. Then there exists a family 
(H,: n E w} of subgroups of 2( such that nnEF H, is countably compact for each 
F E [wlk and flnEF H, is not countably compact whenever F E [wlkf’. 
The construction is a modification of our previous construction. Each H, will be the 
subgroup generated by a countable subset of 2( and G = {X E 2’: suppx is bounded in 
c}. We will construct by induction a sequence { ZZ~,?~: n, m E w} C 2< and the countable 
set X, used to construct H, will be {x,,,: m E w}. 
We show that if all the sequences satisfying a property (*) have an accumulation point 
then any product of Ic members of the family {H,: n E w} will be countably compact. We 
will make sure during the inductive construction that each sequences satisfying property 
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(*) will have have an accumulation point. The notation will be different from the previous 
construction, as we will deal with I-tuples, for 1 < k + 1. 
To obtain the countable compactness of k many groups, we will use the fact that the 
finite product of w-bounded spaces is w-bounded. We also use the fact that the sets X,, 
are pairwise disjoint. 
In contrast, the construction of a closed discrete sequence of (k + I)-tuples is similar 
to the previous construction and it would not require an extra effort if the groups were 
the same. 
Lemma 3.1. tet {E,,: n E w} be a family of countable subgroups of 2’. Let G be an 
w-bounded subgroup of 2’ and define H,, = E, + G, n E w. Suppose that for each 
1 E [l, k] ever?, sequence {{e5L}g~: n E w} in nrlEF E,, F E [w]l, satisfying 
(*) if eiL # ek, for each i E F and for all distinct n. ,rn, E d has an accumulation 
point in nneF G. 
Then nntF. H,, is countably compact for each F E [w]~. 
Proof. Let F be a subset of w of size k. Let { {cc~}~~F: rt E w} be an arbitrary sequence 
in ntEF Ht. For each t E F and for each n E w, fix afL E E,, and 6; E G such that 
Z$ = nf + b:,. Since G” is w-bounded, it suffices to show that {{a:},,~: n E w} has 
an accumulation point in fltCF Ht. 
Let IV E [wlw be such that for each t E F, either {nz,: n E AI} is pairwise distinct 
or {&: 71, E M} is constant. Let 
F* = {t E F: u”, # nf,, whenever n # m}. 
Then { {u~)~~F* : n E Al} satisfies (*), thus the sequence { {cL~,}~~~: n E M} has 
an accumulation point. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let G = {x E 2’: suppx is bounded in c} and {x,,,,: n,m E w} C 2’. 
Suppose thatfor all F E [WI’+‘. {ell}lLE~ E nlzEF({:r,,,,,,,: rn E w}) and u < c, there 
exists ,/? E (a+ c) such thar {rn E w: Vn E F: .x~,~~(J) = e,,(/3)} i.s$nire. Then flllEF H, 
is not countably compactfor each F E [w]~+‘, where H, = ({z~.,,,: rn E w}) + G. 
Let us rewrite the conditions in terms of the sequence {:I;,,.,,,: n, m E w}. First, we 
fix the following notation. 
(i) Let {F(,,: Q < c} be an enumeration of all countable families F such that there 
exists an F E [WIG” such that each h E F is a function from F into [WI’“; for 
each f E F, the values h(t), h. E F are pairwise distinct. 
(ii) Denote by d, the common domain of the elements of F<;,. 
(iii) Let {go: Q < c} be an enumeration of all functions 9: F ---) [ul]<“, with F E 
[u,J]‘+‘. Each function must be enlisted c many times. 
(iv) Given a function h E (2’) F, with F E [WI<” and rk < c, h, In E (2”) F will 
denote the function such that (/~/~)(t) = h(t) r,, for each t E F. 
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that there exists {:Iz~.~,~: n, m E w} and a family {h,: CY < c} 





the domain oj’h, is d, .for each cv < c. For each f E dom h,, h,(t) E 2’; 
the set U&%n h, supp ha(<) is a bounded subset of c; 
h, TS+I is an accumulation point c~f { {CIEhCtj :~.t.~}t~rl,, : h E Fa} /p+~, for each 
0 E [a, c); 
the set 11 E w: (W E domgp) CrLESCrCtI .~t.~,(d) = :ct,l(/j)} is jnite for each 
.i? < c. 
Then there exists a family of groups as in Example 3.1. 
The proof of the above lemma is similar to our previous construction. To end the 
construction of the family of groups in Example 3.1, it suffices to prove the following. 
Lemma 3.4. (MAcountable ) There exists a sequence {x,,,,: n, m E w} C 2’ and a family 
{h,: Q < c} as in Lemma 3.3. 
Proof. At stage 0 we have nothing to do. At stage a + I, we fix an accumulation point 
h, E (20d, such that h, /, is an accumulation point of { { xlEhCtI ztSl}tEd,, : h E FrI} Ia 
and USEdo,,, h, supp h, (t) is a bounded subset of c. 
Then, the sets 
J(A,B) = h E F/s hut/i = 
are infinite, for each [I < ~2. Partition each J(A, p) into infinite disjoint subsets 
{J(A, /3. n): rr E w}. 
We will define now the partial order p and the dense sets in p. 
The partial order 
Let Ko be a positive integer such that lJtEdomg, gCY(t) C Ko. Fix a function 
r:domg,, x K + 2. 
Define p = {p: L x K, K, L E ti, rngp = 2, p > r}. Denote by K,, the unique 
integer such that domp n (domg,, x w) = domg, x KP. 
Given p> q E p, we define p < q if and only if p > (I and Vn, E [h;, KP) 3t E 
domg&(tl a> f CIEdomg,,(~) ~(t, 0). 
The dense sets 
Define DrL = {p E II? damp > n x n} for all n E w. 
For all A E [ 01 <w, B < a, n E w and i E 2d”, let 
p E JP: !ih E J(A,P,n) u {s} x h,(s) 
sEdom h 
C domp A (B E do) c p(t. 1) = i(t) 
lEdom h(t) 
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We leave to the reader the proof that the sets above are dense in p. We only note that 
given K E LU’, for each f E domg,, there are only finitely many h E F, such that II(~) C 
h-. Thus, all but finitely many 17 E .I(il. ;j. II) can be used to find ~1 l J(A. .j. 71. i) 
extending (1. 
The generic set 
We have defined less than c many dense subsets of the countable poset B. By 
M Acourlrahie 1 there exists a generic filter s which intersects each of them. 
The function Q = U G is a function from pi x in?, because 6 n D7, # 8 for all II E LL). 
It is left to the reader to check that 
.I’,,,,,, I‘ n+~ = :c,,.,t, U ((II. 711). d(rr,rn)) 
satisfies the inductive hypothesis. 0 
4. Some remarks 
The groups in Examples 2.1 and 3.1 are separable. Instead of the subgroup of 2( in 
which every element has a bounded support, one could have taken a proper o-ideal Z 
generated by c many subsets which contains all bounded subsets of c and consider the 
d-bounded subgroup {:c E 2’: supp z E I}. 
We recall that the Wallace Problem is the following question: Is every both-sided 
cancellative countably compact semigroup a topological group? 
The first negative solution has been obtained in [ 111, under CH. It uses the existence 
of a group constructed in [ 121, under CH. 
In [ 131, we use ideas from [9] and [ 121 to obtain a counterexample to Wallace’s Problem 
under MAcountable. We were unable to decide whether the square of our semigroup is 
countably compact or not, but we showed that its uth power cannot be countably compact. 
It is not clear whether one can modify the construction in Example 2.1 to obtain a Wallace 
semigroup whose square is countably compact. However, we can obtain distinct Wallace 
semigroups in a fashion similar to the second construction of this paper (see Example 3.1). 
This makes the following question even more interesting (see [7]): 
1s there a counterexample for Walluce’s Problem whose square is countubly compact.7 
Another related question is: 
Does LL .free Abelian group qf c generator.s admit o topological group topology makiq 
its square courltably compact:’ 
In [ 151, we showed (in ZFC) that no free Abelian group admits a topological group 
topology making its tith power countably compact. 
The existence of a countably compact topological group topology on the free Abelian 
group of size c was shown under CH in [ 121. 
We have shown in [ 151 that under Martin’s Axiom + c = N,, there exists even a initially 
dl-compact topological group topology on the free Abelian group of size c (a space X 
is initially wl-compact if every open cover of X of size at most ~‘1 has finite subcover). 
The existence of such a topology is independent of c = N2. 
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